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welcome to spring!
Welcome to the 2019 Spring edition of the Devon School
of Yoga’s Newsletter. We trust that you will find items of
interest in this issue.
There are plenty of workshops, retreats and other events
to choose from to keep you yoga inspired. Thank you
to everyone who contributes and reads the newsletter.
Please feel free to share it with anyone you think may be
interested.
Duncan, Sue & Jules

DSY events diary
8 June, 10am-4:30pm
Holistic Yoga Workshop with Duncan Hulin
BeKarma Yoga, Long Downs, Penryn, Cornwall
Includes: Breath only kriyas, asana, shavasana, satsang, miscellaneous practices
and pranayama. £50
Book via: www.bekarmayoga.co.uk
22 June, 10am-5pm
Holistic Yoga Workshop with Duncan Hulin
Yoga Torquay, The Studio, Park Lane, Torquay
Includes: Breath only kriyas, asana, shavasana, satsang, miscellaneous practices
and pranayama.
Book via: info@yogatorquay.co.uk
8-10 November, 3pm Fri to 3pm Sun
Holistic Yoga Autumn Retreat with Duncan Hulin and Andrea Guest
£320 = twin en-suite room sharing
£350 = single en-suite room (limited spaces)
Experience a weekend of yoga, pranayama and meditation with time to relax and
enjoy the beautiful surrounding countryside at Rill Estate near Buckfastleigh, South
Devon. Delicious and nourishing vegetarian cuisine, spacious light studio and hot
tub. (Note - the price for the residential includes accommodation, all food and
drinks, three yoga sessions per day, evening kirtan (chanting) on Saturday and use
of hot tub).
Book via: info@devonyoga.com
23 November 11am-6pm
Postgraduate Workshop with Duncan Hulin
Derekthedog Yoga Centre, Exeter
Includes: Breath only kriyas, asana, shavasana, satsang, miscellaneous practices
and pranayama. £50 (deposit to hold a place: £25)
Book via: info@devonyoga.com
8 December, 10am-4:30pm
Holistic Yoga Workshop with Duncan Hulin
Dorchester Yoga and Therapy Centre, 14 Trinity Street, Dorchester.
Includes: Breath only kriyas, asana, shavasana, satsang, miscellaneous practices
and pranayama. £50
Book via: scoxbutton@gmail.com dorchesteryoga.co.uk
Tel: 07875-217970

North India Spring Retreat at
the unique Basunti Private
Retreat Centre
With Duncan Hulin and Andrea Guest. 24 March - 9 April,
2020. Basunti is an idyllic private retreat centre set on a
promontory in a nature reserve nestling in the foothills of
the great Indian Himalaya. Enjoy a full yoga pragramme plus
enjoy time to relax by the pool or on your private veranda, or
walking or swimming in the lake.
This 15 day retreat is inclusive of flights from the UK and
transfers in India, accommodation, all meals and drinks, three
daily yoga classes (most days) in the thatched yoga shala or
on the roof top for sunrises and sunsets and a weekend away
to Mcleod Ganj (home of the Dalai Lama) and a final day
in Amritsar to visit The Golden Temple. There can also be
optional day trips. Departure from Heathrow. All inclusive
price, to be confirmed. Contact: info@devonyoga.com
STOP PRESS - One place has become available on the 6-13
July 2019 Pyrenees Yoga and Hiking Holiday. For further
information, please email: info@devonyoga.com or phone
01392-420573

Devon School of Yoga Seasonal
Sangha
A seasonal meeting for DSY students past and present.
Reconnect with DSY, the lineage, old and new yoga friends.
The evenings will be an opportunity for nidra, chanting, kriyas,
pranayama, meditation, talks and discussion followed by food
to share.
The next two Sanghas are:
•

14 June

•

1 November

Derek the Dog yoga studio, 3rd floor, Queens Walk, 83-84
Queen Street, Exeter EX4 3RP. Time: 6:15pm-8:15pm. This is
a free event. Suggested donation of £5 to help cover costs.
Please confirm if you are coming as it would be helpful to
know numbers. See the poster for more details on the next
page.

What is Yoga?
By Paula Kaminska
‘What is yoga?’ At first glance this is a seemingly simple question.
However, by getting a flavour of how rich and varied the complete toolkit
of yoga techniques is, it’s easy to realise that yoga is just an umbrella term
for a variety of practices.
The simplest and most broad definition of yoga I came across

into. How often can the straw switch from flowing to stopping

lies in its ability to synchronise our body with the mind. It

and observing, from stopping and observing to flowing?

is deeply believed (and by now well researched too) that

The straw doesn’t remain unaffected by running into these

such synchronisation brings various benefits. One of them

numerous obstacles – the process may drain its precious inner

is helping yoga practitioners maintain an awareness of the

resources.

present moment and assist them on the journey of ‘waking up’

The sacred state of yoga, the union of the body and mind,

to the reality.

shows us the way on how to maintain these two opposing yet

Our mind often wanders in the past and possible futures. It

equally precious perspectives at once, and as a result regulate

takes a fine observer to notice that the body easily follows

our ability to successfully respond to stress. By experiencing

journeys of the mind which often causes inadequate to the

both, flowing (living) and observing, we gain the awareness

present moment physiological responses, muscle tensions and

of ourselves, as well as of our immediate environment. We

so on. Bringing the mind and body together, often with help of

not only become the straw flowing now with a purpose,

the breath, effectively brings us to the mindful here and now.

we become the flowing stream too. Subsequently, we can

In that special place and time we are invited to get to know

choose purposefully our course of actions instead of being on

and experience our potential and full inner power, which

autopilot and having our buttons pressed. It’s about choosing

usually is scattered all around our lives. This often takes some

the proactiveness that enables the functioning of our pure will

time and patience as we learn the path step by step...

over unreflective passive responding. We do have to however

Yoga as a wellbeing lifestyle or system provides a whole

empower ourselves to enable this powerful shift.

range of techniques to achieve that. But we have to insist on

We can experiment with canoeing or rock climbing to

letting go of our view of yoga as a physical practice alone

understand the illusionary boundary between ourselves and

(hatha yoga) to get to know its essence, and richness. The

the outside world better. A climber to successfully summit a

state of being present can be experienced and strengthened

rock has to be aware of his or her own purpose, and respect

through a variety or combination of the following: meditation,

both individual limitations as well as the shape of the rock

relaxation, self-massage, breathing therapy, cleansing

climbed. The climber has no choice but to adjust to the rock

techniques, physical exercises, and dietary guidelines (satvic

he or she is discovering with every ascend and embody it

diet). Yoga even advises on mindset, attitude and philosophy!

within the individual purpose. Yoga seems very similar, with

Being present matters

one big difference – there is no external environment to work

Let’s explore the following metaphor. We will imagine that

with such as river or rock, there is just complex us.

most of our lifetime we are like a straw involuntarily flowing

How to embrace the gift of the present moment

down the river. Sometimes the straw stops on an obstacle

Our yoga mat is the place where we can cultivate a constant

– this gives it an opportunity, sometimes a painful one, to

enquiry to recognise our true nature buried below a thick

observe and reflect on its own journey to see it from a new

layer of traces of our past actions: our capacity for compassion

angle so that the obstacle can be gone past. Now let’s imagine

(virtue: ahimsa), our own limitations and even the degree

that these obstacles are nearly omnipresent and easy to run

of acknowledging them (virtue: satya). That’s how we can
continued on the next page...

learn openness and honesty where we don’t steal time from

do however report increased levels of energy). Enhanced

ourselves by pretending to be someone we are not. We don’t

imagination, decision-making, information processing,

take something that is not naturally there (virtue: asteya). If we

learning, self-awareness, empathy are common outcomes of

keep going deeper into practising yoga holistically, therefore

a regular yoga practice, and can be an additional asset in any

taking into account the whole conduct and recommended

aspect of our lives, even workplace, helping everyone around.

healthy habits, we can also learn to centre our attention. This

That’s also how, with all those wonderful outcomes, yoga is

skill mostly comes from practising abstinence, limiting our

a common cure for depression, anxiety, insomnia and even

energy – not to repress it, but to contain and control it, so that

pain sensibility. Why yoga deals so well with these? Because it

we can channel and direct it to the areas that truly need our

impacts and regulates the nervous system directly.

attention (virtue: brahmacharya). That’s how we can develop

Self-empowerment by tangible means

a non-attachment – for example – to judgement, our self-

The secret of health benefits lies in yoga’s ability to increase

grasping mind and self-definition, fruits of our own practice,

the vagal tone – the body’s ability to successfully respond to

and even joy. This narrow path leads to an additional growth

stress. The vagus nerve, the largest cranial nerve in the body,

– the practise of complete freedom of choice where ‘yes’ and

starts at the base of the skull and wanders throughout the

‘no’ make us equally happy (virtue: aparigraha).

whole body influencing the respiratory, digestive, and nervous

The eye cannot see itself, therefore we practise yoga to see.

systems. Therefore it regulates all our major bodily functions.

Yoga is like a mirror allowing us to see ourselves flowing

Mindful meditation combined with physical movement

through every moment purposefully while embodying

optimises the nerve’s activity and connectivity to the brain.

everything around. We need however a clear surface of this

When the vagal tone is low, which is often correlated with

inner eye, often referred to as a still lake, so that it can reflect

depression, post-traumatic stress disorder, chronic pain, and

the nature of things without distortion.

epilepsy, we experience symptoms of stress. We may feel tired,

I have never seen two birds collide. Have you? Birds fly swiftly

finding ourselves with slow digestion, increased heart rate,

through Sky Father without the need for traffic controllers. Why

and mood swings. However when the vagus nerve is toned,

is this? They are aware. Aware of their surroundings, aware of

our digestion and heart functions improve, mood stabilises, a

themselves, their abilities, their intentions, their destination,

relaxed state is easier to achieve.

their possibilities, their choices, their purpose.

Those early sages who created, or perhaps discovered yoga

“Earth Dance Drum” by BlackWolf Jones

were probably left to their own experiments, observations and

By sticking with these “right living” rules and attitudes we

pure intuition. Today we can measure how yoga techniques

balance the unbalanced and restless mind. Otherwise, when

actually work. Even chanting has been scrutinised by scientists

left on its own, it deviates from its purity. But here an extra

and confirmed to be an effective tool – chanting OM out loud

effort can be made to keep the mind pure: we can avoid

increases the vagal tone.

actions which bring further disturbance to it.

Getting yoga (do) right

It may mean cultivating a minimalist ‘less is more’ approach to

In our Western culture we may miss the point of yoga at first

our use of time, physical space and possessions, relationship

– we can believe it’s a set of physical exercises designed to

with the environment, other people, and even ourselves. Yoga

increase our physical attractiveness and as a result disregard

is a physical, mental and spiritual training which exposes our

the rich spiritual heritage, or believe that yoga is a ‘girl thing’,

true selves for us to see. As a side effect, it may occasionally

although it was created by and for men (especially prenatal

uncover our emotional wounds and past traumas, but also

and pregnancy yoga teachers are still at the beginning of

empowers us to start working with them – instead of covering

their journey of adapting yoga to female needs). Whatever

them with compulsive behaviours, habits and items we don’t

the reason brought yoga to our lives in the first place, sooner

really need.

or later we experience a wide array of benefits, which just

Holism by synergy

strengthen our commitment to stay on the path. To respect our

The domain of physical yoga is the right hemisphere of our

own time and benefit from all that yoga has to offer we may as

brain – the one responsible for body coordination, creativity,

well look into its origin and tweak our mind to make sure we

emotions, synthesising and intuition. What’s interesting is that

are on the right track straight away.

the logical, well-structured and analytical left hemisphere,

Perhaps one day this approach to life on a large scale will

often responsible for our experiences of stress, isn’t left

build a stable lasting peace in the world. Because emotional

alone in the holistic practice. The purpose of many yogic

intelligence, clarity of thinking, enhanced problem solving

techniques is to bring both hemispheres together – to enable

skills, self-respect, healthy self-love and so on easily translate

collaboration, as well as to transcend them by developing a

and go beyond an individual life. Developing empathy,

third bigger entity, a metaphorical third eye conventionally

kindness and healthy relationship with ourselves changes

located between our eyebrows.

the world around us as it radiates onto the connections we

The integrated functioning of both of our hemispheres is

have with others. Inner space is outer space, there are no

important to maintain a healthy and balanced lifestyle, of not

boundaries.

necessarily a higher but smarter performance (many yogis

workshops & retreats
11-12 May (10am-4:30pm Saturday
& 10am-1pm Sunday)
Yoga With Navtej Johar
Exeter Community Centre
17 St David’s Hill, Exeter, EX43RG

Yoga Torquay

£70 for both days

A new holistic yoga centre on the English Riviera.

£25 for Sunday only

Namaste, Devon School of Yoga Sangha. In October
2018, Alice and I opened a new yoga studio in the centre
of Torquay. I’ve dreamt of opening a yoga studio since
2006 - so its been a long time in the making and a dream
come true.
The studio is nestled within a quiet side street close to Torquay’s beautiful marina
and benefits from convenient bus and rail connections as well as easy access to
parking facilities and also shops and cafes in the surrounding area. The unique
property was constructed in 1811 and was formerly a jeweller’s workshop.
When we arrived in the summer it was in a bit of a state but with some help
from my Dad and a lot of hard work we have created a very beautiful yoga
space. The studio is warm and cozy, benefits from a lot of natural light and is
also remarkably quiet given our central location. It is the perfect environment for
yoga and meditation.
We offer daily yoga classes and courses in a variety of yoga styles catering for
all tastes and levels of ability - from Ashtanga Vinyasa through to Yoga Nidra. All
of the teachers on our team are DSY trained: Sally Holmes, Sam Ahern, Alice
Chapman and myself.
As well as regular courses and classes, we have put together an incredible
workshop programme and will be running workshops with a number of inspiring
& experienced teachers. In the coming months we will be welcoming Devaki
from Bristol and Steve Brandon will be teaching a Vinyasa Krama workshop. I’m
thrilled that Duncan will be teaching his annual Summer Solstice Workshop at
the studio on the 22nd June. Later on in the year, Vinyasa legend Doug Swenson
will be teaching a workshop called ‘Mastering the Secrets of Yoga Flow.’ We’ve
also got a special weekend workshop in the pipeline with a guest teacher from
LA which we will be announcing soon. Info on these workshops and more can
be found on our website: www.yogatorquay.co.uk.

£55 for Saturday only
Non-refundable deposit: £25
Contact: dianachambers.edit@
gmail.com or 01392-860627
or caroleshaw.home@yahoo.co.uk
or 01392460305hotmail.co.uk or
Penny Dye at pennydye@yahoo.
com
9 June
Thai Yoga Massage Day
Erica Montes
Exeter (time and venue TBC)
Contact Jules at yogawithjules@
hotmail.co.uk or Penny Dye at
pennydye@yahoo.com
21 -23 June 2019
UK Retreat Weekend
At the Wild Pear Centre in Coombe
Martin, Exmoor
Ayurvedic therapies, Yoga and
Ayurvedic food
Contact Virginia via: http://
virginiacompton.co.uk/schedule/
7-13 July
ESSENCE - Reconnecting with the
Heart of Yoga
A transformative immersion in
Andalucía, Spain
For more information and bookings

So, if you’d like a day out to the English Riviera or you’re already in the area, we
very much hope you’ll pay us a visit.
Namaste
James & Alice

Share your inspiring stories with us: info@devonyoga.com

please contact:
Sally Ornellas yogabreathing.co.uk/
Alex Giffoni breathingyoga.co.uk

workshops & retreats

5-12 October
Yoga and Meditation Holiday
(includes ‘learn to meditate’ course)
Javea, Costa Blanca Spain
Price includes 3 veggie meals a day
plus beer and /or wine apart from 2
evening meals when we will eat out
Cost: Shared Twin / double with

Yoga teacher training
By Sue Greenhall

As a bit of an oldie (62) I began my Teacher Training
in 2012 with DSY. Then in 2013 we decided to sell up,
move into a motor home and travel around the UK for
a year. (The year turned into 3 with 15 months living in
Spain).

ensuite...£650 each
Shared Twin / double with shared
bathroom...£500 each
Single with ensuite...£725
Single with shared bathroom...£600
Contact Jacqui Payton
laidbackyoga@gmail.com or
07951141730
Item for sale
Inversion table for sale. If interested,

What to do about my course? I continued, obviously, necessitating travel from
many different places mostly by train when we weren’t in Devon. For one of
the weekends I travelled from Southport. Another from Berwick on Tweed with a
stunning train journey along the Northumbrian coastline.

contact Ishbel Ellen Asken at:
ishgordon@live.co.uk

By far the longest journey was from Cubelles, 40km south of Barcelona. I flew for
the first time for 10 years (not a fantastic experience!) and caught the train from
Bristol.
The yoga diary I kept during the course was very interesting, as I
always looked for yoga classes close to where we camped. Some were
excellent, some less so, with very many different types of teaching.
I was always welcomed, and one teacher even came to pick me up for her
class.
Myself practice could be in the laundry of a campsite, by the
side of the van (I was once asked if I was ok by a concerned camper as
I did my relaxation), but one of the most memorable time was on a
lovely day on the Isle of Skye, by the Loch. I strongly recommend
practising yoga outside whenever possible.
It was a wonderful experience although it made the course that little
bit more challenging. And it was always beautiful to return to The Barn
in Totnes and all my fellow students and the lovely teachers.

Share your inspiring stories: info@devonyoga.com

A Quote
for self-reflection
‘Between stimulus and
response there is a space.
In that space is our power
to choose our response.
In our response lies our
growth and our freedom.’
- Victor Frankl

Our new centre at the
International Macrobiotic School
By Oliver Cowmeadow
The Macro School has been around in south Devon for 20 years, and in 2018 took
the step of moving to a fabulous new location just south of Totnes, with on site
accommodation and a big new cooking school!
The dual aims of the school are to empower
people to take care of their own health using
traditional knowledge of the effects of food,
lifestyle, Do-in meridian based exercise, shiatsu
bodywork, and emotional healing, and to
train professional wholefoods chefs and health
consultants using diet and lifestyle to heal a
wide variety of health problems.
Macrobiotics grew out of Japan and uses a
traditional Eastern approach to understanding
life and healing – being Eastern like yoga
it is holistic, and it has a particularly good
understanding of how our daily food, different
cooking styles and flavours, daily activities,
emotions and soul connection all interact to
create health and inner wellbeing. The school
especially uses Five Element theory to connect
up all aspects of life so we can see how to
create external and internal balance for greater
health and learning.
We run a range of 1 to 5 day courses and have
a monthly macro meal for people to learn
to take care of their own health – so many
people these days are turning from the drug
based western medical approach to wanting to

take care of their own health using a natural
approach, and Oriental medicine has the in
depth wisdom to enable us to keep ourselves
well and avoid so many of the common
illnesses so many people suffer.
And then we run a three year training
programme for people who want to go deeper
in their own transformation, and also want
to learn professional skills to support others
in their healing. Increasingly therapists are
learning a combination of skills so they
have more to offer their clients – a form of
bodywork, dietary and lifestyle advice, and
emotional healing are a great combination
enabling us to help people heal more deeply.
Do have a look at everything we offer on our
website www.macroschool.co.uk where you
can also request a free ‘Eat Macro for a Day’
recipe booklet. And do come see us sometime,
I would love to welcome you to the school!
You can also see us on Facebook at www.
Facebook/Macroschool
Wishing health and freedom,
Oliver Cowmeadow, School Principal

www.devonyoga.com

Jungle Yoga Retreat
By Zoe Sayers
“What no phone, no wi-fi no nothing? Chimed my 3 children as I explained what
it meant to truly retreat. “Nothing” I stated with calm reassurance and a guilty but
delicious feeling of sheer relief. The idea of respite from screen fatigue was setting
my Nadis jangling. My trip became known as the “Paradise in Paradise retreat”.
The first paradise was the Ashtanga yogi and Shaman Danny Paradise and the second
was the Khao Sok national park in the rain forest of southern Thailand.
On this particular retreat there was also
optional Thai massage classes run by Arno
L’Hermitte of “Thai Massage Circus” which was
a guided massage swap that no one in their
right mind would object to.
Danny describes his Yoga practice as “non
dogmatic” and I was relieved about this as I
had been growing out of my younger, yang-er,
Ashtanga self for some years. His practice was
in the DSY mould of Pranayama, Asana and
Meditaion and actually, as it turned out there
was plenty of space to find my own rhythm
within Danny’s playful asana routines.
There was also a space for “Blah Blah” as
it became known in the group. This was
stimulated by Danny saying “Has anything
come up for anyone?’ The topics were as
varied as the assembled nationalities. A group
of 28 people (from everywhere from Norway
to New Caledonia) sharing ideas on anything
at all: The nature of the soul, shamanic
ceremonies, the similarities between humans
and Bonobos……

We lived and practiced at the floating Praiwan
Raft House which is only accessible by boat
and being there was subtly transforming. It
was hard to walk in the thick jungle so we
took kayaks. Paddling at dawn the chorus
was deafening. Over the cicadas appeared
sounds of barking dear, mournful gibbon duets,
hornbills, frogs, Macaques and sometimes
wild elephants. These characters rarely reveal
themselves so you have to recalibrate your
sense of thrill from the visual to the aural. This
is a meditation in itself!
The jungle was so beguiling that you could be
in dandasana in a kayak for some time. There
was relief from this in yoga and swimming in
the lake. At a small extra cost, you could also
have a thai massage from a local masseuse.
Food was thai home cooking and was superb!
I went to the Danny Paradise and Arno
L’Hermitte 11 night retreat in January.
Jungle yoga organise different retreats at the
same location all winter.
Book through www.jungleyoga.com

My Music Mission for The
Heart of Living Yoga Charity
Namaste, my name is Elise Yuill Cohen and I’m a kirtan
artist and yoga teacher, thanks to Duncan and Devon
School of Yoga! I’m grateful for this opportunity to share
my story with you.
Last summer I had the good fortune of meeting a wonderful yoga teacher called Padma Devi Sumananda, who runs The Heart of Living
Yoga Foundation (https://www.heartoflivingyoga.com/charity); a charity with a diverse range of projects in the UK, Sri Lanka, India
and Brazil. When we met I was singing at a music festival for a sound healing session and she promptly invited me to record a mantra
album to raise money and awareness for their charity! So, this spring I will be recording this mantra album and subsequently donating
50% of its proceeds, forevermore to the Heart of Living Yoga.
I have just returned from my first visit with Padma to North Sri Lanka, where the charity was born. We visited many homes of the most
impoverished families. Our priorities for this visit were women led families, special needs children and those with physical disabilities,
bringing them aid of all kinds. We also laid foundation stones for a new community building in the village, opened a special needs unit
at a school, and visited one of the schools that receives the Sunshine Programme, which brings children 2 hours a day of extra tuition
in Tamil, English, maths and science, plus a much-needed nutritious meal and a yoga class! I was moved to tears so many times.
One of my eye-opening moments was realising how far money goes out there, with life changing effect. Just £200 can support a
student at university for a whole year!
Once the album is released (summer/early autumn) I will be on the road again touring the UK and Europe, sharing the music in kirtan
concerts. I would love to connect more deeply with the DSY community that kick started me on this path, by bringing a kirtan event to
your yoga studio, or community…
So, would you like me to bring a kirtan concert to you?!
If so, please get in touch ASAP with your area and suggestion so I can incorporate it into my tour schedule.
Email: elise@eliseyuillcohen.com Tel: +44 7862 286 704 Web: www.eliseyuillcohen.com https://www.heartoflivingyoga.com/charity
With love & light & thanks, Elise x

DSY Advanced Teacher Training Course
This one year course aims to inspire, empower and support qualified yoga teachers by drawing from yogic
and associated traditions. By honouring the uniqueness of the individual as both student and teacher of yoga,
the course develops the intuition and confidence necessary to evolve teaching skills.
We aim to provide a space to facilitate the deepening of personal practice, thereby inspiring yoga teaching.
The course presents a ‘toolbox’ of yogic and associated practices to apply in personal practice and when
teaching.
Qualified, self-motivated yoga teachers from any tradition are invited to apply. This 150 hour yoga registered
course includes 100 taught hours held over 14 days (7 weekends of which 2 are Friday to Sunday residential
weekends which are included in the course fee) plus 50 hours of home study and practice. For further details
about all of our courses, email the DSY office at: info@devonyoga.com

www.devonyoga.com

Image from Zoe Sayers

Namaskaram
Namaskaram is the online magazine and newsletter of The Independent Yoga Network.
Namaskaram is the online magazine and newsletter of The Independent Yoga Network
Here you will find news, views, and authoritative articles on all matters Yoga, plus an up-to-date list of
workshops, retreats and seminars put on by Independent Yoga Network members. If you are an Independent
Yoga Network member you can list your classes, workshops and events - go to the ‘what’s on’ page to find out
how to add your listing.

www.independentyoganetwork.org

